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Sahyadri Entrepreneurship Cell (E-Cell)

The Sahyadri E-Cell aims to ignite the creative thinking of students towards innovation and thereby mentor 

them to become successful entrepreneurs by providing the right entrepreneurial ecosystem. It will act as an 

incubator and provide the students with necessary infrastructure, mentoring and resources in making them 

successful business set-ups

To create and develop an ecosystem where innovative ideas are nurtured into successful 

     entrepreneurial ventures

To create opportunities for students and budding entrepreneurs to pursue their ideas with

     passion by providing the right environment and infrastructure in building successful businesses.

�To create a complete ecosystem for setting entrepreneurial ventures.

�To nurture ideas into innovations through guidance support and infrastructure.

�To start an innovative incubation center.

�To encourage students to start their own campus companies.

�To support all facets of entrepreneurship and all stages of the entrepreneurship  

ventures through proper incubation centers.

�To foster and develop entrepreneurial thinking among the students.

�To encourage Community engagement through industry institute initiatives.

Objectives



The Inaugural of the Sahyadri Entrepreneurship Cell and Sahyadri Edu Dreamers R&D Pvt. Ltd. was held in the Sahyadri 

Premises which was inaugurated by the Chief Guest Mr. Ram Mohan Pai, Director, Maroor Group. The Chief Guest of 

the day addressed the gathering on the occasion. Mr. Aman, Student Council head of the Entrepreneurship cell 

welcomed the guests. Mr. Karthik Ramakrishnan, President, SCEM addressed the gathering. Dr. U M Bhushi, Principal, 

delivered the presidential address. The Unveiling ceremony of the Sahyadri Entrepreneurship Cell and Sahyadri Edu 

Dreamers R&D Pvt. Ltd. brochure was made by the Chief Guest Mr. Ram Mohan Pai. Mr. Sachin Ganesh, CEO, Sahyadri 

Edu Dreamers R&D Pvt. Ltd. was present on this occasion. The students were addressed by the Guest of Honour, Dr. 

Prasad T, Advisor, Centre of student Enterprise, NITIE, and Mr. Aakarsh Naidu, NSRCEL, IIM Bangalore. Mr. Ajay Bhatkal, 

Business Consultant &Advisor to the CEO, Sheorey Digital Systems was also present for the inaugural ceremony. Mr. 

Johnson Tellis, Director, Sahyadri Edu Dreamers R&D Pvt. Ltd. proposed the vote of thanks.

A two day Workshop on Entrepreneurship will be held on the 3rd and 4th of October, in the auditorium, where resource 

persons from the management stream will give their input to the students on start-ups. 

Inaugural Programme of 
the Sahyadri Entrepreneurship Cell 

and 
Sahyadri Edu Dreamers R&D Pvt. Ltd.
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Rammohan Pai Maroor, Director-Maroor Group and President of Kanara Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI) for 

2015-16. Mr. Ram Mohan Pai being the chief guest inaugurated the function by unveiling the E-cell and Sahyadri Edu 

Dreamers R&D brochure and addressed the gathering. He started his talk by explaining the hardships he has gone 

through to take Maroor's Machine Tools Co. to one of the leading business today. He explained how Maroor has grown 

up from being a small business to this level. He also shared his experience on contributing his part to this success. He 

said 'It is you attitude that can take you higher. If a person does things perfectly and smartly, he/she can easily reach the 

vision'. And this has been his principle of life to reach this extent. Expressing his thanks to management he extended his 

helping hand to all the future business man to grow in this society. 

- Mr. Ram Mohan Pai Maroor 

“Successful entrepreneurs realize and they know 
the market is constantly changing.

 They stay up to date on new systems, technology, 
and industry trends”
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Dr. Prasad T. Using his extraordinary techniques and real life examples he emphasized the importance of owning a 

business and how having a startup can benefit an individual. He advised students that theyshould work while pursuing 

their education, keeping in mind that work and studies don't effect each other. He instructed the students to “earn 

when you learn, and by the knowledge that is learnt one should use it to earn.” 

He illustrated several programs that were conducted by him such as Mandi program and Hamara Dandha. Dr. Prasad 

showcased certain companies that started under wing such as lal10.com, lawncart.com, Quifers etc. He stressed that 

once a startup is up and running and stable, the next paramount step that an entrepreneur should do is scale up the 

business. This can be done by upgrading the product or increasing the market size or even developing new products. He 

explained the concept of scaling using examples of existing hotels and cell phones. Dr. Prasad spoke about the various 

factors involved in the process of scaling. Expansion speed, which is a major factor dictates how development is 

monitored and at what rate business should bloom.  Another key factor he mentioned was, choosing the correct field 

to invest by assessing the strength of the idea and team, investors available, resources and market size. Every 

entrepreneur should work according to a good business model and must calculate risks effectively to ensure a smooth 

course. He ended his talk with a message that “When an ideas strike it is better to not delay”.

- Dr. Prasad T

“Startups, its scope as well as 
opportunities and idea generation” 
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Every startup requires investment and Aaakarsh introduced the concept of accelerator and investors to the students. 

Accelerators come into picture when a Startup has already developed a prototype and requires a medium to get into 

the market. Accelerators provide the resources to convert a prototype into a worthy product within 3-4 months of 

investment. Incubators on the other hand help startups which have an idea and guide them in the entire process of 

starting a business.He also stated the importance of talents and skills an entrepreneur should possess and how role of a 

mentor effects entrepreneurship skills.

In his talk he mentioned that a budding entrepreneur should participate in events and conferences where word of 

mouth could play. An important role in building the company's image. Aakarsh briefed the students on the accelerator 

present in IIT Bombay, the concept of Angel Investors and also the NSRCEL located in IIM Bengaluru.

His session on design thinking compelled the students to think out-of-the-box. Understanding the problem in its true 

sense helps in solving existing problems as well as makes work easy. He further added that once the problem has been 

discovered it is important to carry out research on the same by conducting literature survey. Solutions obtained can be 

used to convert the idea present in the brain cells of the entrepreneur into prototypes. Evaluating the prototype or 

business from all corners enables a better growth of the startup. He signed off with the statement that “When people 

and work are organized the company will have a good growth and future.”

- Mr. Aakarsh

“When people and work are organized
 the company will have a good growth and future.”
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One man can start a company, but it takes a team to run a company. Ideas will remain on the paper if they are not acted 

upon properly. All these can be possible only with the help of appropriate resources. Mr. Allabux's session on resource 

Management shed light on several ways to obtain resources may it be financial resources or human resources. He 

stated that financial resources can be obtained from family, friends, incubators, bank loans and venture funding. While 

this is important, it is still worthless if there is no manpower to carry out the work which is the biggest resource. All 

these factors must be analyzed to delegate work and resources. He spoke about the various ways to analyze different 

scenarios. Internal approach should be followed when the resources required for a particular client is available within 

the company. On the other hand external approach should be implemented when resources fall short of the 

requirement. In such situation Mr. Allabux suggested to not let go of the client but rather outsource the work. There 

should be continuous assessment of the work and a healthy competition should be maintained within the company. 

Process training deals with the step by step approach to complete a task. When the time for actual implementation 

comes extra analysis should be done. 

Network Resource Planning is an enhanced process of network planning that incorporates the disciplines of business 

planning and marketing. It involves communicating with investors and other external people. He emphasized on 

certain procedures to effectively work on network resource planning. He advised the students to attend conferences 

such as TIE and other events to get in touch with other entrepreneurs and investors. He further instructed the students 

to prioritize their work and to filter their contacts. He ended his session by illustrating the students as to how to be 

creative with the help of video.  

Sahyadri Entrepreneurship Cell 

Mr. Allabux

Two day Workshop on Entrepreneurship



Mr. Arun

Mr. Mudith

Arun kicked off his talk on enabling entrepreneurship by illustrating several statistics were he spoke about India's rising 

entrepreneurs and India being the 3rdlargest startup base in the world. He then enlightened the students on 

entrepreneurship ecosystem such as, what is a Business? What is a Start-Up? What is Entrepreneurship?Who is an 

Entrepreneur? He further proceeded and spoke about the startup ecosystem which can be further classified into 

startups and investors. A startup basically consists of idea generation, scaling of the business and risk management, 

whereas investors' point of view focuses on how strong the team is? What is the return on investment and will be there 

be a possibility of exiting the contract. He emphasized on education and experience (personal and work) which can be 

used to assess opportunities for the growth of the company.He also mentioned the factors to be considered while 

assessing opportunities such as market, profit, and finance and team management.

He illustrated and demonstrated a business model generation - canvas by taking example of the startup present in the 

session. He advised students to prepare document that explains the history, operations and future of the company in a 

nutshell before presenting their ideas to potential investors. He also stressed on three main presentation techniques 

that might help the startup in landing a good investor. Teasers which consists of 2 – 3 slide deck with a brief summary 

stating market opportunity and business model on no-name basis can be shared with investors to gauge preliminary 

interest in the business. A detailed 30-40 slide deck with all information on the product, market, team, key milestones, 

fund raise, competition etc. known as Information memorandum helps to provide all the information that an investor 

needs to take the investment process forward. Financial model which is the third technique contains all major 

assumptions like revenue/unit, number of employees, marketing spend/month etc.

Once an investor has put money on a business it is important the entrepreneur should evaluate the startup to 

determine the amount of equity stake that has to be given to the investor. He also told the students to keep in mind 

certain factors that an investor will look in a startup before investing on it. The investor will keep track of the sector of 

the startup, strength of the team, products functionality and also traction. He ended his talk by describing the various 

ways to find the right investors for a startup.
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Round the table discussion with guests

Panel discussion during the workshop
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Press Clipping
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DTLabz is a space provided with major resources to help the enthusiasts realize their dreams through technology. The 

lab also nurtures the young minds through frequent guidance from the engineers and also helps to solve problems 

faced in the process. In DTlabz, we believe that  every individual gets ideas worth solving problem of society, but they 

lack in guidance, support and resources. Thus DTlabz empowers the individuals by giving them the necessary 

resources.

DTLabz is a conglomeration of minds with different sights striving hard to bring out their creativity to the best of their 

ability. passion is the sole impetus that thrusts the team to bring their dreams to reality.

To be the leading R&D organization which provides cutting edge technology to bridge the gap between current 

society and the ideal society and to make every individual lead a life with a smile.

To innovate and invent products that solves the problems of mankind.

To promote innovation and research culture amongst all ages by providing research space.

To create job opportunities by providing resources to the enthusiasts.

 

Learn and Share: At DTLABZ learning is a continuous process and so is sharing. We believe sharing enhances the 

growth and learning enhances our quality.

Think Different. Think Unique: Every work, every assignment, Idea, problem etc is handled, solved and 

implemented in a unique and different way. We believe there is no fun and learning in doing something the same 

way as others.

Do big: We tend is keep ourselves involved, in dreaming big, aiming big and doing big. We believe in saying ‘Aim for 

the moon, even if you miss you’ll land among the stars.

Be optimistic: Challenges, obstacles are ought to be faced in the journey toward creating big. Being optimistic is 

key to persevere. We believe better things come to those who don’t give up and those who remain optimistic.

Create smiles: Through our continuous efforts and the attitude to bring in difference, we strive to create smiles 

around us. We believe that whole hearted smile is the best gift one could receive in the form of gratitude.

Vision

Mission

Values

Sahyadri Edu Dreamers R&D Pvt. Ltd. - DTLabz
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Co-ordinators of the Workshop Sahyadri E-Cell 
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SAHYADRI
CENTER FOR SOCIAL INNOVATION – SCSI

Hands on Experience Lab
In order to bridge the gap between theory and technology, Sahyadri College of Engineering and 
Management has initiated this new lab. The lab aims at enhancing the analytical skills and practical 
knowledge of the budding engineers. The lab shall also motivate students to carry out innovations at 
home level and thereby promoting the reasoning skills amongst the students. The students shall 
conduct experiments pertaining to different branches of engineering and shall be based on the 
machines that we use on a daily basis. Realizing the lack-of knowledge in general appliances due to 
ignorance, this scheme has been lab is created in the Sahyadri Campus. 

Product Designing Lab
Product designing lab is specifically built to motivate entrepreneurs and to promote the start-ups in 
the campus. With state-of-the-art machineries, the college supports the students to convert the 
prototype of their ideas into products through real engineering practices. Further, product designing 
lab takes up courses that define true engineering practices and makes the students industry ready. 
The lab provides every engineer a healthy ambience to work in and to put ideas of students into 
products. the lab also promotes the students to patent the projects and teaches entrepreneurial 
skills. The students are also given opportunities to work with organizations like TIE to promote start 
ups.

Innovation Lab
Innovation lab is initiated to make the engineers realize ideal environment to dwell. Realizing this 
fact, the true essence of engineering, with the problems Innovation Lab is set up to get engineering 
connected growing in the society, the engineers should have a with society to solve their day to day 
problems ready wit to solve those problems and thereby create an Innovation Lab.

Engineering Sense Lab
To motivate the students towards understanding the lab is primarily concerned at motivating 
students to general aspects of day to day affairs and to promote question the general applications of 
engineering and to application of engineering concepts in solving the re think and re engineer the 
same problems faced 'Engineering Sense' lab is created.
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Empowering Young Minds for a Better Tomorrow...
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